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Real signs deal with Port
Anthony to build H2 Hub
REAL ENERGY’s hydrogen division, Pure Hydrogen, has signed a
term sheet with Port Anthony Renewables Limited to build a
hydrogen production facility at its namesake port in Victoria with
nameplate capacity of 20-tonnes-per-day.
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Pure Hydrogen International, is a joint-venture company between ASX-listed Real
and private Liberty Hydrogen; the jv plan to list as Pure on the ASX later this
month. 

Real said the agreement is part of the jv's greater strategy to develop four
renewable hydrogen hubs across Australia's east coast. The other proposed sites
include Gladstone, Mackay and Newcastle. 

Pure said last month it plans to rapidly assemble all parts of the value chain during
2021 with the goal to build and develop a large scale hydrogen business by locking
in agreements with potential end users, and securing JVs with hydrogen
manufacturing and distribution specialists to build pilot plants at the hubs. 
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Real Energy managing director Scott Brown told Energy News the company was
making progress securing site control at the other three planned hubs as well as
advancing further technology and new customer agreements.

"We are committed to building and operating a hydrogen plant at Port Anthony
that encompasses best-of-breed hydrogen and fuel cell technology that is available
today," he said.

Brown noted each state had their own planning and development processes
around hydrogen, and Real was working through each jurisdiction to secure the
hub sites. 

Real said the JV approach delivers immediate scale as it ensures Pure Hydrogen
International will have e�ective coverage of the east coast by establishing the hubs
in quick succession.

The Port Anthony hub will be a scalable hydrogen operation initially targeting
production of 20 tonnes per day. 

Porth Anthony, 200km east of Melbourne in South Gippsland in South Gippsland
has historically been used to service the Bass Strait o�shore oil and gas �eld with
project cargo and support services for exploration and production. It is the only
Victorian shipping terminal east of Melbourne that caters for handling dry-bulk
cargoes and commodities and is linked with major road routes. 

Port Anthony Renewables executive chairman Ben Anthony said the shift to
supporting hydrogen was in line with both current and future community
expectation and would help Australia decarbonise large energy-based industries. 

"This deal with Pure Hydrogen International is yet another opportunity to show
Port Anthony can manoeuvre itself to continue to provide that service to Australia
through a greener way of operating," he said. 

Real shares a new gas exploration project with Strata-X in Project Venus after the
Queensland government awarded new Surat Basin CSG exploration last year,
however Brown told Energy News the company's focus would increasingly be on
hydrogen as the industry evolves. 

"The new listing under Pure Hydrogen, ultimately, re�ects where we see the future
of the company to be," he said. 

Last month Pure signed a memorandum of understanding with HYZON to
develop a network of hydrogen refuelling points across Australia. 

https://www.energynewsbulletin.net/hydrogen/news/1402358/pure-hydrogen-and-hyzon-ink-h2-refuelling-agreement
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Real Energy shares are worth 7.8c. 
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